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California Park. Hecreati()l1~ and \Vildlifc
Enhancement Act of 1990
Official Title and SUlllmary
CALIFOHNIA PAHK. HECHEATION. ;\;\JJ) WILDLIFE
ENHANCEMENT ACT 01' 1990

• This act provides for a bond issue of four hundred thirty-sf'\,('11 million dollars (.'3417.0{){).OO()) to providf'
funds for a program of acquiring, developing. rehabilitating, or restoring real property for state and local
park, beach, recreation. greenbelt, \Vildland fire protection. coastal, historic, or 1ll1lSf'11J1l purposes.

Final Votes Cast by the Legislature on AB 145 (Proposition 149)
Assprnbly: Ayes .'54
No('s II

Scn:.te: Ayf's 27
:\o('s .'5
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Analysis by the Legislative Analyst
III past years, the state has purchased, prokckd and
"()ved park, wildlife and natural areas, and has givc,n
Illvllt'~' to local governnwIIts for similar puq)()se~" The
~talt: has sold general obligation bonds to rai~e a large
part ()I" the money fCJr these purposes. As of July ENO, all
bllt about $140 million of $2.3 billion authorized by the
previous bond acts had been spent or committed to
~pecifjc projects.
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Proposal

:/1

Thi~ measure v.:ould permit the state to sell $437
million in general obligation bonds for natural
resource-related purposes. The proceeds of this bond
issue would be deposited in the Park, Hecreation, and
Wildlife Enhancement Bond Fund of 1990.
General obligation bonds are backed by the state,
meaning that the state is obligated t,p pay the principal
and inte-rest costs of these bonds. General Fund revenues
wOllld be used to pay these costs. These revenues come
prinwrily from the state personal income and corporate
taxes and the state sales tax.
The bond monev would be used mostly to build new
parb and trails, iI~prove existing parks, i-ncrease public
access to beaches and natural areas, buy land or pay
landowners to prevent lalld from being developed,
restore lands to a more natural state, build and improve
forest lire stations, and build and improve IIluseums,
zoos, and aquariums. The bond money would be divided
as follows:
Local Park and Open Space Grants-$182
llllilion. Local governmental <lgencies and nonprofit
groups would receive this state money and use most of it
to buy and improve parks and recreational areas,
beaches, recreational trails and urban greenbelts, wildlife
and natural areas, llluseums, zoos and aquariums. Some
of the mane\! also would be used to restore historic
buildings ancl site~. The measure divides the money in
two ways;
• $Ki million to he divided among local agencies based
on population.
• :j;V5 million to be awarded on a competitive or need
basis.
2. Stall: Parks-$I09 million. The stale would use tbis
lllouey to buy or improve property for slate parks,
beaches, and recreational areas. The measure includes
$14 Ilullion to buy land to add to existing parks and $11
million to buy land for new parks. The other $84 million
is to improve state parks, trails, museUIIlS, and historic
buildings and sites.
3. State Forestry and Fire ProtectioIl-$31
million. The state would use $25 million to buy lund for
forest fire stations and to build and improve these and
other forestry facilities. The other $6 million is to buy
land for additions to demonstration state forests (\vhere
the state harvests timber, conducts forestry rcseClrc:h alld

provides public recreation).
4. Fish and Wildlife-$27 million. The state would
LIse $10 million to buy and improve land to protect
waterfowl and wildlife habitat in California's Central
Valley, and $17 million to buy and improve land to
protect other wildlife habitat and for wildlife-related use
by the public.
5. Lake Tahoe Hegion-$16 million. State and local
agencies and nonprofit groups would use $11 million to
buy and restore natural lands in the Lake Tahoe region
to protect natural areas, provide public access and
recreation, and improve wildlife areas. The measure also
includes 85 million to buy land for, develop and equip a
Lake Tahoe research and public education center.
6. Coastal Hesources-$15 million. State and local
agencies and nonprofit groups would use this money to
buy and improve land to protect resources in California's
coastal areas.
7. Museums-$lB million. The state would use $B.5
million for earthquake safety-related improvements to
the Museum of Science and Industry. In addition, the
California Academy of Sciences would receive $8 million
for improvements, and a nonprofit group would receive
$1.5 million for planning and building a new California
Museum of Latino History, Art, and Culture.
8. Other Purposes-$39 million. State and local
agencies and nonprofit groups would use $10 million to
buy land in the Santa Monica Mountains for parks or
open space. In addition, the state would use $9 million
mostly to restore streams in urban areas, reduce
shoreline erosion on public land, make loans for public
marinas, and improve the Capitol Park in Sacramento.
The remaining $20 million would be used for any
purposes of this measure that the Legislature decides are
of the highest priority.
The measure also would allow some of the bond money
to be used for administrative costs to oversee funded
projects.
Fiscal Effect
Direct Costs of Paying Off the Bonds. For these types
of bonds, the state typically would make prinCipal and
interest payments from the state's General Fund over a
period of about 20 years. Assuming all of the authorized
bonds are sold at an interest rate of 7.5 percent, the cost
would be about $780 million to payoff both the principal
($437 million) and interest (about $343 million). The
average payment for principal and interest would be
about $33 million per year.
Operational Costs. The state and local governments
that buy or improve property with these bond funds will
incur additional costs to operate or manage these
properties. These costs may be offset partly by revenues
from those properties, slIch as entrance fees. The net
additional costs cannot be estimated.

For text of Proposition 149 see page 69
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California Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Act of 1990

~,;

Argument in Favor of Proposition 149
Proposition 149 will improve local parks in e\,('ry conl!llIl11it~·, will
expand and improve our state parks, will protect important wildlife
habitat, and will benefit our coast, our rivers. and other Important
resources,
PROPOSITION /49 WILL BENEFIT NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
• Every city. county, and park district will receive p,uk grants based
on population, and each community will decide how the money
will be spent.
• Communities will compete for grants to develop recreational trails,
historical buildings, urban greenbelt parks, museums. zoos, and
urban streams and to provide public access to waterways.
Handicapped access projects will receive special consideration.
PROPOSITION 149 WILL PRESERVE: IMPORTANT NATURAL
AREAS
• Urba1l rivers and waterfrOTlt parks will benefit from acquisition
and development grants. Examples:
San Dieguito River Park and Mission Bay, San Diego
Santa Ana River Corridor Trail Svstems-San Bernardino.
Riverside and Orange Counties
.
Los Angeles River
Guadalupe River Park, San Jose
San Joaquin River Parkway, Fresno/Madera Counties
American River Parkway, Sacramento
• The CalifoNlia Tahoe Conservancy will receive funds to preserve
Lake Tahoe's water quality, improve public access to the Lake. and
acquire and enhance important wildlife areas.
• The State Coastal Conservancy will receive funds to acquire
wildlife habitat and scenic properties, develop public piers and
wharfs, and provide public coastal access and trails. A few
examples:
Otav River Valley, San Diego
Venice Pier and Waterfront, Los Angeles
Del Monte Dunes Access, Monterey
Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco
Shoreline trail around San Francisco Bay
Trinidad Cove. Humboldt County
• The Santa Monica Mountains ConservOTICY will receive funds to
acquire and improve wildlife habitat and important recreational
lands in the Santa Monica Mountains.
PROPOSITION 149 WILL EXPAND AND IMPROVE OUR STATE:
PARKS AND CAMPGROUNDS
• Development of campgrounds and trails in existing state parks and
acquisition of new parklands will be funded. Coastal and inland
parks, historical and archaeological resources, and museums WIll
benefit.

• The SNO,PAHK program will he expanded for additional winter
recreation opportunities.

PROPOSITION 149 WILL PRE:SERVE: IMPORTANT ~r,,'IL[)UFE:
/lAB/TAT
• The Wildlife Conservatio71 Board will receive funds to restore
habitat for migratory birds, acquire and enhance critical wildlife
habitat, including for threatened and endangered species. and
imprd\'e public ac'cess to view wildlife.
,
• The Slate /JPfJartment of Forntry will build facilities to fillht
wildland fires.
I'ROP()SITION 149 HAS WIDE:SPRRAD PUBLIC SUPPORT.
INCLUDING:
California Park and Recreation Society
California Building Indusfry Association
Califomia Waterfowl Association
Lea~ue of California Cities
California State Park Rangers Association
Planning and Conservation League
Califorllla Association of Zoos and Aquariums
Sierra Club California
League to Save Lake Tahoe
American Association of University Women, California State Division
Defenders of Wildlife
.
California Association of Recreation and Park Districts
Department of Forestry Employees Association
East Hay Hegional Park District
Souther'n California Marine Association
California Housing Council
Few areas of the world match California's physical beauty, diverse
fish and wildlife resources, and recreational opportunities. As our state's
population grows, we must ensure that recreational needs are met an
our environment is protected.
Proposition 149 provides a balanced program for meeting California's
increased demands for recreation, and it helps to protect our precious
natural resources.
VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 1491
HONORABLE JIM COSTA
Fonner Chainnan, Assembly Committee on Water,
Parh and Wildlife, 1983-1990
ROBERT p, THOMAS
President., California Park and Recreation Society
HONORABLE lOLA M. WILLIAMS
President., League of California Cities

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 149
Let's take a moment to add up all the bond money and other funds
approved by the voters for park programs in the last 16 years:
$250 ,000.000
1974
280,000,000
1976
2&5,000,000
1980
370,000,000
1984
100,000,(0)
1986
776,000,000
1988
900.000,000
June 1990
$2,961,000,000
Total
That's almost three billion dollars already committed to state and
local parks, And half of that money hasn't even been spent yeti
Now, let's add up the new bond money proposed for forests and parks
on this November's balloi'!
$300,000,000
Proposition 128
Proposition 130
742.000,000
30n.OOO,(X)()
Proposition 138
Proposition 149
437,000,000
$I,779,OO)'(X)()
Total
Finally, let's add the two columns together. The grand total is
$4,740,OOO,OOO-nearly fil)(! billion dollars. Talk about gilding the lily!
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VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
No one disputes that our parks are a high priority. But it's senseless to
go deeper into debt when park programs already have ample
funding-and other state programs are sorely lacking.
We've removed billions of dollars of property from the tax rolls for
proposed parks, but without maintaining existing parks-much to the
dismay of people who use them. That's putting the cart before the
horsel
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
In 1988, California voters approved a record $5,500,000,000 in general
obligation bond measures. In 1990, we're on a pace to double that
amountl
We need to put the brakes on runaway state borrowing, and
Proposition 149 is a good place to stop.
Our parks are protected without more debt.
SENATOR QUENTIN L. KOPP
State Senator, Independent--8th District
JAY CURTIS
President, LOll Angelell Taxpayers Alllociation
DON CHRISTEN
Executive Vice President., Contra COllta
Taxpayers Association

Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and have not been checked for accuracy by any official agency.
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California Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Act of 1990
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Argument Against Proposition 149
There is such a thing as 100 much of a good thing. Proposition 149, a
.~"37,000,OOO park bond measure, is a prime example.
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
Since 1974, the voters have approved six separate park bond
IlleaSllres totaling $2,061,000,000. That's IW(I billio1/ dol/ars exclusively
for state and local parks. And as of June 30th, half of those
bonds-$I,006,OOO,OOO-hadn't been sold yet!
Isn't two billion dollars enough for a while? Why go deepcr into
debt if the state has issued ollly halj' the available bonds?
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
The extravagance doesn't stop there. Three initiatives on this
\.iovember's ballot (Propositions 128, 130, and 138) contain another
~ 1,300,000,000 in bond funds for forests and parks, Even the alcohol tax
illitiative (Proposition 134) allocates $21,800,000 in tax revenue for park
programs. Enough is enough!
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
In fact, parks and park programs have become a favorite device for
,til kinds of special interest initiatives to atlra<.:t votes and suppurt.
Propositiun 99-the initiative to raise the cigarette tax in
IYI%---eannarked 5% of tax proceeds to parks and wildlife. That's about
.)45,000,000 to date.
The mountain lion initiative on the June 1990 ballot will divert
)9tKI,OOO,OOO in General Fund revenue over 30 years to five park b()ard~
,trld agencies. Those same five agencies are slated to receive another
S64,OOI),OOO on top of that from Proposition 149. Just one of the
'lgel
~the Santa Monica Mountains Conservancy-already ha~ been
~·.Iar" .•• eed the incredible sum of $85,850,000 by two different ballot
"':'!'Ieasure~ ~ince 1988. That's outrageous!

VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
. Our State Treasurer has warned repeatedly that the Legislature and
voters are approving too many general obligation bond measures. In
IYt;6, $3,300,000,000 in bonds were approved. In 1988, the total was
~5,500,()OO,OOO. In 1990, we already approved $5,000,000,000 in bonds at
the June election. The November ballot contains 14 bond measures
worth another $5,500,000,000.
Remember, tuo, that interest payments on bond debt almost double
the COl·t tu retire the bonds. Proposition 149, for example, will cost state
taxpayers approximately $733,000,000 in principal and interest
payments over 20 years.
We can't go on borrowing money forever. Sooner or later, we have to
pay the piper.
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 149.
Our state and local parks are a valuable resource, and they've
received gellerolls bond funding from state voters that will last for some
time to come. Ju~t two years ago, a $776,000,000 park bond measure was
approved, the largest in state histury.
It's time to take a breather from the park bond binge!
SENATOH QUENTIN L. KOPP
State Senator, Independent-8th District
JAY CUHTIS
President, Los Angeles Taxpayers Association
DON CHRISTEN
Executive Vice President, Contra Costa Taxpayers
Association

I.

Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 149
TilE OPPONENTS WANT TO CONFUSE YOU! Their lin·ts lire
Wrollg, tlseir Tlumbers miJ·leadillg. Proposition 149 was put on the ballot
with the support of a broad coalition of business organizatiolls, park
professionals, conservation groups, and cities and counties. It received
overwhelming bipartisan approval by both hOllses of the Legislature-it
i:,. IlOt 1m illiliative!
While recent environmental initiatives have focused on purchasillg
land, they have nol provided fill/dill/;{ to make these lallds lIL'ceJ'sible 10
the public. Every year, hundreds of thousands of Californians are
turned away from state and local parks for lack uf campgrounds, picnic
lables, athletic fields, and other basic facilities. Our state park system
has not received major development funds since 1984. Propul'itioll J./Y
corrects this. It is a no-frills plan to provide only the most essential
capital improvements to our local and stale park system. Delaying
these improvements will result in higher costs, higher fees, and higher
taxes.

PROPOSITION 14918 A GOOD INVESTMENT!
California is one of only four states with the highest (AA,\) bond
rating given by Wall Street. As a result, we get the lowest interest rate
available. Our cost of repaying bonds is a low 1.8% of the (:eneral

C90
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FlInd. In January the independent Legislative Analyst reported that
California can issue considerably more bonds without lowering its
credit rating.

EVERYONE BENEFITS!
Unlike other ballot measures, Proposition /49 guarantees that every
cummllnity will reaive jilllds to improve local parks and other
important recreation facilities.
Please vote" YES" on this critically needed measure.
IIONOHABLE LUCY KILLEA
Chair, Semite Committee on Bonded Indebtedness
alld Methods 0/ Financing
PETE DANGEHMOND
Former Director, C(lli/omia Department 0/ Parks
and Recreation
HONORABLE DOMINIC L, COHTESE
Chairmall, Assembly Committee on Water, Parks
111Id Wildlife

this page are the opilliolls of tlw alltlHlrs and have not Ilt'<>Il'C'hecked for accurac)' by any official agency.
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(7) Annual principal and interest payments shall commence not
later than one year after completion of any project and all loans shall be
fully amortized not later than .50 years after project completion.
''1) The recipient of a loan shall establish a dedicated source of
enue for repayment of the loan.
(9) Any loans made pursuant to this chapter may be for a period of
up to 20 years. The interest rate for the loans made for projects to be
funded pursuant to Section 12879.5 shall be set at a rate equal to the
interest rate paid by the state on the most recent sale of state general
obligation bonds. with that rate to be computed according to the true
interest cost method. The interest rate for loans made for projects to be
funded pursuant to Section 12879.6 shall be set at a rate equal to 50
percent of the interest rate paid by the state on the most recent sale of
state general obligation bonds, with that rate to be computed according
to the true interest cost method. When the interest rate so determined
is not a multiple of one-tenth of 1 percent. the interest rate shall be set
at the next higher multiple of one-tenth of 1 percent. The interest rate
set for each contract shall be applied throughout the repayment period
of the contract. There shall be a level annual repayment of principal
and interest on the loans. The amount of the principal shall include the
administrative fee described in subdivision I b) .
(d) All loans made pursuant to this chapter shall be subject to the
approval.of the Legislature by statute.
(e) Applications for loans or financial participation by the state
under this chapter shall be made to the department in the form and
with the supporting material as may be preSCribed by the department.
(f) All money repaid to the state pursuant to any contract executed
under this chapter, or under Section 13999.11, shall be deposited in the
General Fund as reimbursement for payment of principal and interest
on bonds authorized to be issued under this chapter or Chapter 15

,commencing with Section 13999) that have been paid from the
Generai Fund.
I g) As approved annuallv bv the Legislature in the Budget . \ct. the
department. notwithstanding subdivision I b I. may expend money
repaid to the state pursuant to any contract executed pursuant to this
chapter as necessary for the administration ot' contracts entered into bv
the department pursuant to this chapter. However. the expenditure's
may not in any year exceed 1.5 percent of the amount repaid to the
state in that year. Charges incurred bv the Attorney General in
protecting the state's interests in the use and repayment of funds
pursuant to this chapter ma~' be paid by the department from these
funds. However. the charges may not exceed 0.,5 percent of the amount
repaid to the state in that Year ..\ny of the foregOing sums approved by
the Legislature in the Budget Act but unencumbered at the end of any
year shall automaticallv revert to the General Fund.
.
. SEC. 3. Section 13867 of the Water Code is amended to read:
13867. The department shall require the payment of interest on
each loan that t!! has been made pursuant to tfte !'lPS, i~isR~ M this
chapter at a rate ~ f6 tfte Ii, ePfI~e. tt5 aetePffliRea ~ tfte ~
TPElfl!l\:lFElF. M tfte ftet' ~ ee5f f6 tfte ~ 6ft tfte ~ M ~
sBliglitiSR ~ !l\:lF~\:IflRt f6 tfte !'lFS oi~isRS M ~ ~ HS-II e. Elf.
wftett tfle 1i!'l!llieflBle ~ M tfle ftet' ~ ~ f6 tfle ~ t!! ftM
tt ffI\:Ilti!'lle M sRe/teRtft M + ~ tfte ~ rttfe ~ ~ ttf tfle
ffI\:Ilti!'lle 6f 8ReJteRtft 6f +~ fteM ~ tfle 1i!'l!'llieflBle ~ M
tfle ftet' ~ ~ that is 50 percent of the average interest rate.
computed by the true interest cost method. paid by the state on r;eneral
obligation bonds sold pursuant to this chapter up to :Vovember 7. 1990.
The interest rate established by the amendment of this section at the
1989-90 Regular Session of the Legislature shall be applied
retroactir:ely for the full term of all loans issued under this chapter
from the date of issuance.

Proposition 149: Text of Proposed Law
This law proposed by Assembly Bill 145 (Statutes of 1990. Ch. 920) is
submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of Article
XVI of the Constitution.
. is proposed law adds sections to the Public Resources Code:
..
:fore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic
i~pe to indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SECfION 1. Chapter 1.692 (commencing with Section 5096.300) is
added to Division 5 of the Public Resources Code, to read:
CHAPTER 1.692. CALIFORNIA P.'1RK. RECRE.4TION.•4ND
WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT ACT OF 1990

A rtic/e 1. General Provisions
This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the
California Park, Recreation. and Wildlife Enhancement .4ct of 1990.
5096.301. The Legislature hereby finds and declares all of the
follOWing:
(a) It is the responsibility of the state to provide and to assist in the
provision of better park, recreation. and museum opportunities and
facilities for ali citizens of California. and to provide for the
preserr:ation of historic, naturaL and cultural resources.
(b) It is the policy of the state to preserve, protect. and. where
possible, restore coastal resources which are of significant recreational
or enr:ironmental importance and. through proper planning and
deL'elopment. to make them available for the enjoyment of present and
future generations of persons of all income levels. all ages. and all
social groups.
(c) When there is proper planning and development. parks. beaches.
recreation areas and recreational facilities. museums.' and preservation
of archaeological and historic sites and structures and natural and
cultural resources contribute not only to a healthy physical and moral
environment. but also contribute to the economic betterment of the
state. and. therefore. it is in the public interest for the state to acquire.
develop. and restore areas for recreation. conservation. or preservation
and to aid local governments of the state in acquiring, deL'elopin/?, or
restoring those areas as will contribute to the realization of the policy
declared in this chapter.
5096.302. The Legislature further finds and declares all of the
fc
';nll:
,
The demand jiJr parks. beaches. recreatIOn and coastal areas and
creational facilities. museums. and historical resource preservation
,
d natural and cultural resource projects 111 California is far Ilreater
than what is presently available. with the number of people who
cannot be accommodated at the area of their r;hoice or any l:omparable
area increasing rapidly. Furthermore. the development of parks.
beaches. recreation and coastal areas and recreatiolwl facilities.
5096.300.

a
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museums. and historical resource preservation and natural and
cultural resource projects has not proceeded rapidly enough to pTOvide
for their full utilization by the public.
(b) The demand for parks. beaches. recreation and coastal areas and
recreational facilities. museums. and historical resource presen'ation
and natural and cultural resource projects in the urban areas of our
state is er:en greater since over 90 percent of the present population of
California reside in urban areas: there continues to be a serious
deficiency in open space and recreation areas in the metropolitan areas
of the state: and less urban laud is ar:ailable. costs are escalating. and
competition for land is increasing.
'
Ic) There is a high concentration of urban social problems in
California s major metropolitan areas /L'hich can be partially alleViated
by increased recreational opportunities.
rd) There is a particularly high demand for water Oriented
recreational use at rivers. reserr:oirs. and lakes within the state park
system. and recreational facilities at nonstate water facilities are
particularly in need of expansion. rehabilitation. or restoration.
Ie) Californians have expressed a high priority for increased
provision of all of the followi n£5.'
(1) Protection of wildlife and enr:ironmental areas.
(2) DeL'eloped campgrounds.
(.]) .'vluseums. historic and archaeological sites. zoos. and aquariums.
(4) Recreational trails.
IS) Recreational facilities that are accessible to the handicapped.
(6) Informal play and picnic areas.
If} California's coast provides a great TJariety of recreational
opportunities not found at inland sites and is heavily used because the
state:~ major urban areas lie. and 85 percent of the state:~ population
lives. withl1l 30 miles of the Pac~tlc Ocean. A shortage of facilities for
almost er:ery popular coastal recreationalactir:ity exists. and there will
be a continuin/? hir;h demand for popular coastal activities such as
fishing, swimml1lt<, sightseeing. "eneral beach use. camping, and day
use.
(g; Cities. counties. and distncts Iwce to exercise constant cit<ilance
to see that the parks. beaches. recreation areas and recreational
facilities. schoolsites used for recreational purposes. and historical
resources they now har:e are not lost to other IIses. They should acquire
additional lands (/S ,hose lands become aL'Oilable. should take steps to
impror:e the faCIlities they rlOW Iwee. and ,~/lIJuid adequately operate
and maintal1l their e."CIstI1lIlIlTld proposed systems jiJr the enjoyment of
present and future I{enerations of persons of 1I11 income levels. all alles.
and all mcial ilTOIl V.I'.
,h) Past lind <'Iarent tilrldiTl!! pTO!!mmS hllve riot anti r:aTlTlot meet
present de(icieTlcles. Th{,' ,'orltiuioll has !lecome more acute 'IS a result
of restnctlOTls OTI locai il()(;erT!1rumtai rpt·elllles. There is II Ileed to !(Ive
1)9

priority to further recreatIOnal develovment that can serve expanding
recreational needs. produce operatmg revenues. and. in some cases.
stimulate private sector jobs. In view of the present revenue shortages.
and the increasing recreational demands. that pTlority is most
important at this time.
(i) There is a need for additional wildland fire protection to protect
the varied natural resources in the state.
(j) In view of the foregoing. the Legislature declares that an
aggressive, coordinated, funded program for meeting existing and
projected recreational demands has to be implemented without delay.
5096.303. The Legislature further finds and declares all of the
following:
(a) The Lake Tahoe region contains unique and irreplaceable
resources of state and national significance which. by virtue of the
special conditions and circumstances of the region's natural ecology,
developmental pattern. population distribution. and human needs. are
seriously threatened with rapid deterioration or degeneration which
endangers the natural beauty, water quality, public recreational
opportunities, and economic health and productivity of the region.
(b) Past and current funding programs are insufficient to address
the resource protection and public use needs in the Lake Tahoe region.
(c) In view of the foregoing. the Legislature declares that a
coordinated and funded program be implemented to address Lake
Tahoe region problems without delay.
5096.304. As used in this chapter, the follOWing terms have the
follOwing meanings:
(a) "Coastal resources" means those land and water areas within the
coastal zone. as defined in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 31006.
and within the Santa Monica Mountains Zone. as described in Section
33105, which are suitable for public park, beach, or recreational
purposes, including, but not limited to. areas of historical significance
and areas of open space that complement park, beach. or recreational
areas, or which are suitable for the preservation of coastal resource
values.
(b) "Committee" means the Park. Recreation. and Wildlife
Enhancement Program Finance Committee created pursuant to Section
5096.352.
(c) (J) "District" means any regional park district formed pursuant
to Article 3 (commencing with Section 55(0) of Chapter 3 and any
recreation and park district formed pursuant to Chapter 4
(commencing with Section 5780). With respect to any area which is not
included within a regional park district or a recreation and park
district and in which no city or county provides parks or recreational
areas or facilities, "district" also means any other district which is
authorized by statute to operate and manage parks or recreational areas
or facilities. employs a full-time park and recreation employee
responsible for directing recreation activities and park operations for
the district, offers year-round pork and recreation services on lands and
facilities owned by the district. and allocates a substantial portion of
its annual operating budget to parks or recreation areas or facilities.
A county service area which is formed for the specific purpose of
providing park and recreation services or which meets the conditions in
this subdivision is a district for purposes of paragraph (1) of
subdivision (a) of Section 5096.310.
(2) A district which does not meet the definition of paragraph (1) is
eligible to apply for funds specified in paragraph (4) of subdivision
(a) of Section 5096.310 if the district is authorized by statute to operate
and manage parks or recreational areas or facilities, employs a
full-time park and recreation employee responsible for directing
recreation activities and park operation for the district, offers
year-round park and recreation services on lands and facilities owned
by the district. and allocates a substantial portion of its annual
operating budget to parks or recreation areas or facilities.
(3) A joint powers entity which is formed/or the purpose of
planning. acquiring, improving, operating, an maintaining open
space and park land, with the approval of a member agency, may
apply on behalf of that member a.gency for funds specified in
subdivision (a) of Section 5096.310 and may expend those funds.
(d) "Fund" means the Park, Recreation, and Wildlife Enhancement
Bond Fund of 1990 created pursuant to Section 5096.310.
(e) "Historical resource" includes, but is not limited to, any
building, structure, site, area. or place which is historically or
archaeologically significant. or is significant in the architectural,
engineering, SCientific, economic, agricultural. educational. social,
political, military, or cultural annals of California.
(f) "Historical resource preservation project" is a facility or project
designed to preserve an historical resource which is either listed, or
determined eligible for listing, in the National Register of Historic
Places, or is registered as either a state historical landmark or point of
historical interest pursuant to Section 5021 and which meets National
Register criteria.
(g) "Inland resources" means those land and water areas not
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included in the definition of coastal resources.
(hi "Lake Tahoe region" means the area described in Section 66905.5
of the Government Code.
: i; "Museum" means an organized and permanent nonprofif
institutIOn. essentially educational or aesthetic in purpose. With~.
professional staff u-'hich utilizes tangible objects. cares for them. a~-"""P'
exhibits them to the public on some regular schedule:
~.
(j. "Xonprofit organization" means any charitable orgaJllzath ..
described in Section SOl (C) of the federal Internal Revenue Code.
(k; "Program" means the Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement, Acquisition. and Development Program of 1990 which is
established by this chapter.
(/) "Regional entity" means an organization formed by a joint
powers agreement by a majority of the counties and cities within one or
more littoral cells which has. as its primary goal, the protection.
preservation. and restoration of the shoreline.
(m; "Sacramento-San joaquin Delta" means those land and water
areas defined in Section 12200 of the Water Code.
(n! "Stewardship" means projects for the protection. rehabilitation.
restoration, and enhancement of cultural resources, basic natural
systems. and outstanding scenic features of the state park system. It
does not mean the maintenance, alteration, or provision of mitigation
of facilities. developments, or of any physical installations whose
original purpose was not the protection of the cultural. natural. and
scenic resources.
(0) "State museum" means an existing museum which is owned and
operated by the State of California:
(pI "Urban comdor greenbelt" means a landscaped strip of land. of
at least one mile in length, which is located in a primarily residential
and urbanized area. Existing streets may intersect an urban corridor
greenbelt.
5096.305. As used in this chapter. and for purposes of the State
General Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section
16720) of Part 3 of Division 4.ofTitle 2 of the Government Code;. "state
grant" or "state grant moneys" means moneys received by the state
from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter which are available
for grants to counties, cities. districts, and nonprofit organizations.
Article 2.

Park, Recreation. and Wildlife Enhancement, Acquisition.
and Development Program of 1990

5096.310. The proceeds of the bonds issued and sold pursuant to t h ,
chapter shall be depOSited in the Park, Recreation, and Wik"
Enhancement Bond Fund of 1990. which is hereby created. All ".
deposited in tHe fond is available for appropriation in the manner set
forth in Section 5096.311 or 5096.312, as the case may be, for the
purposes set forth below in amounts not to exceed the follOWing:
(a) For local assistance grants and related state
administrative costs, in accordance with the
follOwing schedule:....................................................
$182,000.000
Schedule:
(1) Seventy million dollars ($70,000,000) for
allocation to counties, cities, and districts
on the basis of population.
(2) Twenty million dollars ($20,000,000) for
allocation pursuant to the RobertiZ'berg-Harris Urban Open-Space and
Recreation Program Act (Chapter 3.2
(commencing with Section 5620)).
(3) Eight million dollars ($8,000,000) for
historical resource preservation projects.
(4) Twenty-seven million dollars ($27,000,000)
for hiking, bicycling, jogging, and
equestrian trails, and urban corridor
greenbelts.
(5) Seventeen million dollars ($17,000,000) for
cooperative museum projects and for zoos
and aquariums.
(6) Forty million dollars ($40,000.000) for
urban river and waterfront parks.
(h) For the acquisition, development, rehabilitation, and restoration of real property for
the state park system, in accordance with the
following schedule:....................................................
$108.000,000
Schedule:
(1) Twenty-five million ($25.000.000) for the
acquisition of real property.
•
(2) Eighty-three million dollars ($83.000.000)
for the development, rehabilitation, or
restoration of real property, including
planning and implementation, in
accordance with the follOwing schedule:
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(A) Twenty-seven million doliars
(S27.000,OOO) for coastal resources.
(B) Twenty-five mil/ion dol/ars
(S25.000,OOO) for inland resources and
for lakes. reservoirs, and waterways.
(C) One million dollars ($1.000.000) for
interpretive facilities for volunteer
programs.
!O) Eight million dollars i$8.000,OOO) for
historical resources.
(E) Two million dollars (S2,000,OOO) for
trails.
(F) Seven million dollars ($7,000.000) for
stewardship projects and restoration
and rehabilitation necessitated by
natural disasters.
(G) Thirteen million dollars ($13,000,000)
for state museums and interpretive
facilities ..
(c) For the acquisition and development of winter
recreation facilities by the Department of Parks
and Recreation pursuant to the SNO-PARK
prOf{ram (Chapter 1.27 (commenciTlg with
Section 5091.01)) ....................................................... .
SI, 000, 000
(d) For the acquisition. development. enhancement,
restoration, protection. or rehabilitation of real
property benefiting fish .and wildlife by the
Wildlife Conservation Board ................................ ..
S27, 000, 000
(e) For the acquisition, development. enhancement,
and restoration of real property in the Lake
Tahoe region by the California Tahoe
SII, 000. 000
Conservancy ............................................................... .
{f} For acquisition, development, enhancement.
and restoration in accordance with Division 21
(commencing with Section 31000), by the State
Coastal ConseTLYJncy ................................................ .
S1S. 000, 000
(g) For the acquisition, development, and
enhancement of land by the Santa Monica
S1O, 000, 000
Mountains Conservancy .......................................... .
'I} For grants to local public agencies and
nonprofit organizations by the Department of
Water Resources for urban stream restoration
S2, 000, 000
projects ........................................................................ .
(i) For shoreline stabilization projects, for the
development of nonmotorized recreational
boating access facilities, and for loans for
marinas by the Department of Boating and
S6, 000, 000
Waterways .................................................................. .
(j) For the development or rehabilitation of park
and other visitor serving facilities in Capitol
SI,OOO, 000
Park by the Department of General Services .....
(k) For the development. rehabilitation. or
restoration of facilities at metropolitan
museums...................................................................... .
S18, 000, 000
(lJ For acquiring land for, developing, and
equipping a Lake Tahoe research and public
education center by public institutions of
higher learning in California, and for
planning and administrative costs incurred in
SS, 000, 000
connection therewith ............................................... .
(m) For the acquisition, development, restoration.
and enhancement of land by the Department
S6. 000. 000
of Forestry and Fire Protection ............................. .
(n) For site acquisition. facilities rehabilitation,
and capital improvements by the Department
S25, 000, 000
of Forestry and Fire Protection ............................,
$20.000,000
(o) Unallocated Account ............................................... ..
S096.311. (a) Proposed appropriations for the program shall be
included in a section in the Budget Bill for consideration by the
Legislature and shall bear the caption "Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Acquisition and Development Program of 1990. " The
section shall contain separate items for each project. each class of
pro;'!cts. or each element of the prol?ram for which an appropriation is

~

...
J" All of the fU nds allocated pursuant to paragraphs II) and of
_bdivision (aJ of Section 5096.310 shall be available for appropriation
(2)

in the Budl?et Act for the 1991-92 fiscal year. The amounts allocated
pursuant to paragraphs (3) to (6). inclusive. of subdivision (a) of
Section 5096.310 shall be available for appropriation in the Budget Bill
for the 1992-93 fiscal year.
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1C) All appropriations shall be subject to all limitations enacted in
the Budget Act and to all fiscal procedures preSCribed by law with
respect to the expenditure of state funds. unless expressly exempted
from those laws by a statute enacted by the Legislature. Those sections
shall contain proposed appropriations only for the program elements
and classes of projects contemplated by this chapter. and no funds
derived from the bonds authorized by this chapter may be expended
pursuant to an appropriation not contained in those sections of the
Budget Act.
5096.312. (aJ Commencing with the Budget Bill for the 1999-2000
fiscal year, the balances remaining in the fund may be appropriated by
the Legislature for expenditure, without regard to the maximum
amounts allocated to each element of the program. for any element of
the pro.;ram specified In Section S096.310, or any class of projects
within those elements, that the Legislature deems to be of the highest
priority.
(b; Notwithstanding subdivisiun (a), commencing with the Budget
Act for the 1,997-98 jisml year, any balances remaining in the fund a'nd
available to the Wildlife Conservation Board for the program specified
in subdivision (d) of Section 5096.310, but not then appropriated, shall
be transferred to the Wildlife Restoration Fund and shall be available
for appropriation to the board. without regard to the maximum
amuunts allocated to each element of the program, for any element of
the program specified in subdivision (d) of Section 5096.310.
Article 3. Local Assistance Grants
.5096.320. (a) The state grant moneys authorized by paragraph (1)
of subdivision (a) of Section S096.31O shall be allocated to counties,
cities. and districts on the basis of their populatiOns. as determined by
the Department of Parks and Recreation ill cooperation with the
Department of Finance on the basis of the most recent venfiable census
data and other population data as the Department of Parks and
Recreation may require to be furnished by any county, city, or district.
(b) Forty percent of the total funds available for grants shall be
allocated to counties and regional park. open-space, or park and
open-space districts formed pursuant to Chapter 3 (commencing with
Section 55(0) on or hefore April 30. 1991. Each county's allocation shall
be in the same ratio as the county's population is to the states total
population. except that each county is entitled to a minimum allocation
of one hundred fifty thousand dollars (SIS0,OOO). In any county that
embraces all or part of the territory of a regionaL park, open-space, or
park and open-space district whose board of directors is not the county
board of supervisors, the amount allocated to the county shall be
apportioned between the county and the regional district in proportion
to the population of the county that is included within the territory of
the regional district and the population of the county that is outside
the territory of the regional district.
For purposes of this subdivision, the City and County of San
Francisco is a county.
Ie) (1) Sixty percent of the total funds available for grants shall be
allocated to cities and districts. other than regional park. open-space, or
park and open-space districts. Each city s and each district's allocation
shall be in the same ratio as the city's or district's population is to the
combined total of the state's population that is included in
incorporated areas and in unincorporated areas within the districts,
except that each city or district is entitled to a minimum allocation of
thirty thousand dollars ($30,000). In any instance in which the
boundary of a city overlaps the boundary of a district, the population
in the area of overlapping jurisdiction shall be attributed to each
jurisdiction in proportion to the extent to which each operates and
manages parks and recreational areas and facilities for that
population. In any instance in which the boundary of a city overlaps
the boundary of a district, and in the area of overlap the city does not
operate and manage park and recreation areas and facilities, ail grant
funds shall be allocated to the district.
(2) Each city and other district whose boundaries overlap. shall
develop a specific plan for allocatinl? the grant funds in accordance
with the formula specified in paragraph (1). If, by March 1, 1991, the
plan has not been agreed to by the affectedjurisdictions and submitted
to the Department of Parks and Recreation. the department shall
determine the allocation of the grant funds among the affected
ju risdictions.
(3) For purposes of this subdivision. the City and County of San
Francisco is a city.
5096.321. The state grant moneys authorized in paragraph (I) of
subdivision (a) of Section 5096.3JO may be expended by the recipient
for any of the foflowing purposes. or any combination thereof
la) The deL'elopment, rehabilitation. improvement. or restoration of
all of the follOWing:
II) Deteriorated roads, utilities. and other structures and facilities
within existing parks and recreational areas.
(2) .Veighborhood. community, and regional parks.
(3) Beaches and public accessu;ays to beaches.
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/listllrical ar archaeoiol!lCtJi stlC.l' alld illstoTlc structure.1
RecreatIOnal area.1 aT/d (acilille.l.
(6) fiikinl:,. VU.'ycitllg. jUI!I!;rl~. aud equestrian traih.
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18, CampI!TOu1ld,l.
19 i Lake~. resen·OIrs. watcnL'(JUs. and aquatic park.1
I'b, The procurl'mertl of dl'r:t:i;'llmcTlt Ttl!h!.l· and scem( ea.I,(,11ll'Tlts It/
connectlUrl wit), allY acquu'itwn made for allY l'urpoS(' specIfied ill
paragraphs (2/ to {61. inclusll·e. o( subdivision /lJ /. as IOtII! as tite richt
or easement directly enhances the erl}oymerlt or usefulness of the
acquisition.
(c) The acquisition of land (or park open spac£:. beach recreatumal.
ur historical preservation purposes.
5096.323. Funds authorized for local assistance grants. for the
Roberti-Z'berg-Harris Urban Open-Space and RecreatioTl Program Act
(Chapter J.2 (cammeTICinl! u'ith SectIOn 5620)). pursuant to paTtJlZraph
(2) of subdivision 10" of SectIOn 50!}6.3JU ma[l bf) exper~ded.
notwiths/andin!! Section 562;: (lniu for the acquisitIOn. development.
rehabilitation. 'or restora/lOrl of parks. beaches. oIJeTl-spac(' 10 lids.
recreational trails. or recrcational facilities alld areas. and for the
development rights or scenic easements in connection with those
acquisitiolls.
5096.324. Funds authorized ill paragraph (3 i of subdivisiOTI I Q! of
Section 5096.310 shall be administered by the State O/(ice of Historic
Presen:ation alld shall be arailable as grants Oil a competitil:e basis to
cities. counties. districts. and nonprofit organizations for the
acquisition. development. rehabilitation. or restoration of historical
resources arId for historical resource preservation projects. The
maximum amount of each grant shall not exceed ont' million dollars
($l,(}()()J)()()). An individualjurisdiction may enter into an agreement
with a TlOnpro(it organization for the purpose o( carrying out a grant,
subject to the requirements of subdivision (d) of Section 5096.333.
NotWithstanding Section 5096.33';, an amount not to exceed 5 percent of
the allocation made by paragraph (3) of subdivision (0) of Section
5096.310 may be used (or actual costs incurred in connection with the
administration of the ilistorical fIrants. To be eligible for funding. each
project shall meet the presen;ation standards established by the State
Office of Historic Preservati071 for the Cal~forni[J Park and Recreation
Facilities Act of 1984 (Chapter 1.69J (commencing u'ith SectioTl
5096.225)) and' the Cal~f(lrnlO Wildlife. Coastal. and Park Land
Conservation Act (Division 5.8 (commencing with Section 5900 i). Not
less than one million dollars ($l,(}()().(X)()) of the amount authorized in
paragraph (3) of subdivision (0) (jf Section 5096.310 shall be available
only for the acquisition and preservation of archaeological resources.
includinf!, Native AmeTlcan rock art and inscriptions.
5096.325. (aj Not more than twenty million dollars (S20,(}()()'(XX}J of
the funds authorized in paragraph (4) of subdIVision (a) of Section
5096.310 shall be available. upon appropriation by the Legislature. as
grants on a competitive baSIS to cities. counties. and districts for the
acquisition and development of urban corridor greenbelts for walking.
bicycling, jogging trails. and landscaped scenic areas. An eligible city,
county. or district may submit an application for a grant to the
Department of Parks and· Recreation. The department shall evalWilte
the application and. after approval by the State Park and Recreation
Commission, submit its recommendations to the Legislature. if the
right-of-way for the proposed corridor has previously been used as a
transportation corridor, the department shall request the California
Transportation Commission to review and comment on the
transportation impact of elimillOting the availability of the land for
transportation purposes. The California Transportation Commission's
comments shall be incorporated into the department's
recommendations to the Legislature. Funds shall be allocated to cities,
counties, alld districts pursuant to subsequent legislation appropriating
the funds. No individual city. county, or district may receive more thaTI
35 percent of the funds authori=ed by this subdivision.
(J) A recipient is not required to vacate or abandon existing streets
which intersect the proposed urban corridor greenbelt, but shall agree
that no new intersections will be constructed through that urban
corridor greenbelt.
(2) A recipient may convey an easement in land which underlies an
urban corridor grecnbelt that the recipient may possess. for either or
both of the follou:ing purposes:
(A) Public transit use.
(B) Public utility use.
(3) Grants shall be made on the basis of 50 percent state funds and
50 percent iocal matching funds or property donated to be part of the
project. The grant recipient shall certify to the Department of Parks
and Recreation that there is available. or will become available prior to
the commencement of any work on the project. matchillg funds or
property in the amount required for the completion of the project from
a source other than this chapter. Certification of the source and amount
or value shall be set forth in the application.
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(Ii, Thf' rl'matltder of the fUlld.1 authoT/zed in para{.!ral'h {.; I 01
suVdlt:lsifITJ la (I{ Sectio1J 5096.3j{J shall be available as grants 011
COTnIJl'Ilttt'e L!a;'i~ to citIes. countIes. districts. and' nonprofit
(lrl!alllzattOTl.' tilr tllP development. Improvement. or rphavilitatlon' o{
hikl1ll.;. viC!Jchnl!. jOl!,l!l1lg. and equestrian trails recog1llzed t1J a ioail ~
general plan. rel!i(l1lai plan. master plan. or state plan. iliot less th
'1J'"
tUY) million dollars IS2JXX).()O(j) shall be allocated for the developml"
'loll'
of ref.!lOTwl recreational trail s!Jstems. located in metT01Julital1 areas.
that are designed to serve persons throughout the entire metropolitan
area and that connect parks and open spoce and natural. educaftonal.
hIstorical. and cultural resources.
5096.326. .Vot more than five million dollars ($5,()(){).(}()()) of the
funds authorized In paragraph IS) of subdivision 10.1 of Section
5096.3W shall be available as grants on a competitive basis to cities,
counties. and nonprofit organizations for the development.
rehabilitation or restoratioll of facilities accredited by the American
Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums and operated by cities.
countIes. and nonprofit organizations and to cities and counties for the
development. rehabiLitation, or restoration of zoos and aquariums
operated by a city or county, but not accredited by the American
Association of Zoological Parks and Aquariums. This program of
development. rehabilitation, or restoration shall be known and mau be
cited a.1 the Dr. Paul Chaffee Zoological Program. Priority in awardiT/;:
grants pursuant to this subdivision shall be in accordance with the
followinfl order of preference:
I a J FacilitIes that have not been cited with an "Official ~iiaT1ling
and ,!',oti(ication" for violations by the United States Department of
A.griGlJlture. or have been found by a court to have been in eiolatiOTI.
u'ithill the preceding five years of provisions relating to the care.
handling. or management of animals.
(bi Facilities that have been so cited for violations by the United
States Department of Agriculture. or have been found by a court to
have been in violation, of those prot'isions within the precedwf!, fice
years. but do not have an alleged violation case or iTJI.:estigation
pending against them.
I c/ Facilities that are not currently in compliance with federal laws
or regulations of the United States Department of Agriculture. but the
grant may be expended only to correct deficiencies. for which the
citation was issued. to the satisfaction of that deportment.
5096.328. I a J The funds authorized in paragraph 15) of SUbdiVision.
(a) o.fSection5096.3JOand not granted for purposes of Section 5096 ~-~
shall be available as grants on a competitive basis to cities. coun
and nonprofit organizations for the development or rehabilitation of
real property consisting of cooperative museum projects.
(b! To be eligible for funding. a project shall initially be nomi nated
by a Member of the Legislature for study by the Department of Parks
and Recreation. The department shall study each project so nominated
and. prior ta the April 1 preceding the fiscal year for which funding is
proposed to be appropriated. shall submit to the Legislature a
prioritized listing and comparative evaluation of ali projects
1l0minated prior to the preceding July 1.
Ic) In establishing priorities of cooperative museum projects. the
department shall consider characteristics, including, but not limited to,
all o( the following:
(I) The project will interpret one or more important California
historical. cultural, economic, or resource themes or an important
historical. cultural, economic, technology, or resource theme in a major
region of California. Higher priority shall be assigned to projects whose
themes are not interpreted in any existing museum or have
demonstrable deficiencies in their presentation in an existing museum.
(2) The project is proposed to be operated on lands that are already
ill public ownership or on lands that will be acquired and used for the
project in conjunction with adjoining public lands,
(3) Projects which are closely related geographically to the resources.
activity, structure, place, or col/ection of objects to be interpreted, and
are close to population centers and access routes.
(4) Projects that are in. or close to, population centers or are adjacent
to. or readily se"'ed by, a state highway or other mode of public
transportation.
IS) Projects for which there are commitments. or the serious
likelihood of commitments, of funds or the donation of land or other
property suitable for the project.
fd) The Department of Parks and Recreation shall a1l1IUaliy
forward a list of the highest priority projects to the Department of
Finarlce for inciusion in the Budget Bill.
Ie) An application for a grant for a cooperative museum PTOjec.t
..
shall be submitted jointly by the city, county. or nonp
.
organization and another public agency, an institute of h •.
learning. or another nonprofit organization that cooperatively are
operating. or will.operate, the museum.
5096.329. la) The funds specified in paragraph (6) of subdivision
(a I of Section 5096.310 shall be available as grants on a competitive

a
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basis to cities. counties. and districts for urban river and waterfront
pa rk projects.
(b) To be elif?ible for funding, a project shall initially be nominated
by a JJember of the Legislature for study by the Department of Parks
_ and Recreation. The department shall study any project so nominated
a
')rior to each fiscal year. shall submit to the Legislature a
p. ,itized listinll, and comparative evaluation of all projects
nominated during the preceding year.
(c) In establishing priorities of these projects pursuant to
wbdivision (bl. the department shall consider characteristics.
including. but rIOt limited to. all of the following:
(J) The project is a regional facility which will rerve an urbanized
population.
(2) The project will provide utilization of a river. major tributan] to
a river, or waterfront park.
(3) The project lL"ill promote the expanded use of existing
recreational units.
(4) If the project is for the acquisition of land. the acqUisition is
necessary to ensure completion of a master. conceptual. or general plan.
5096.330. (a) After one or more public hearings. the Department of
Parks and Recreation shall adopt criteria and procedures to clarify or
amplify the statutory criteria for evaluating applications for
competitive grants specified in paragraphs (5) and (6) of subdivision
(a) of Section .5096.310. The department shall not commence the
hearings sooner than 30 daY.f following submittal to the joint
Legislative Budget Committee. the standing committees of each house
of the Legislature having jurisdiction over parks and recreation. and
the fiscal committees of each house.' The criteria and procedures shall
not become effective until approved by the Secretary of the Resources
Agency.
(b) The department may, as needed. and in accordance with the
procedures specified in subdivision (a). revise existing criteria and
procedures for evaluating applications for competitive grants specified
in paragraphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (a) of Section .5096.310..4.11
new, revised. and existing criteria shall be broadly disseminated.
5096.331. (a) Individual applications for local assistance grants
pursuant to this article shall be submitted to the Department of Parks
and Recreation for approval as to conformity with the requirements of
this chapter. Except for an application for a grant under paragraph (3)
or (5) of subdivision laj of Section 5096.310, the application shall be
'c
'panied by certification from the planning agency of the
'1'.
mt that the project for which the grant is applied is consistent
with the park and recreation element of the applicable city or county s
general plan or the district's park and recreation plan and will satisfy
a high priority need. In order to utilize available grant funds as
effectively as possible. oL'erlapping or adjoining jurisdictions are
encouraged to combine projects and submit a joint appljcation.
(b) With the exception of grants provided under paragraphs (1),
(2). and (4) of subdivision iai of Section .5096.310. the minimum
amount that may be applied for any individual project is t!Centy
thousand dollars 1$20.000}.
(c) Every application for a grant shall comply with the California
Environmental Quality Act (Division 13 (commencing with Section

:l

21(00) ).

(d) Upon completion of the review of applications submitted
pursuant to subdivision (ai, projects recommended for approval shall
be forwarded to the Director of Finance for inclusion in the Budget
Bill.
(e) Any amount granted on a competitive basis pursuant to this
article shall be in addition to. and not in lieu of, any other grant to
/L'hich the applicant jurisdiction may be entitled to pursuant to this
chapter or other funds that may also be used for the purpose for u:hich
the grant is applied for.
5096.333. (a) .Vo state grant moneys authorized under subdivision
(a I of Section .5096.310 may be disbursed until the aTJplicant agrees that
any property acquired, developed. rehabilitated. or restored with the
funds will be used by the applicant only for the purpose for which the
funds were requested. and that no other use. sale. or other disposition of
the property is permitted except by a specific act oj'the Legislature. If
the use of the property is changed to one other than permitted under
the paragraph of subdivision (a) of Section 5096.3/0 from which the
funds were appropnated. or the property is sold or otherwise disposed
of, an amount equal to the amount of the grant or equal to the fair
market value of the real property. or portion thereof, acquired,
developed. rehabilitated. or restored with the grant. whichever is
.. reater. ~hall be IJsed by the city. county. or district for a purpose
,lsi :ed in that paragraph or ~hall be reimbursed to the fund for a
.horized in that paragraph.
(bl No state grant moneys authorized under subdivision (a) of
Section .5096:,]10 malJ be disbursed unless the applicant aO(rees to
maintain and operate the property acquired. developed. rehabilitated.
or restored pursuant to this chapter for a period commensurate with the

Ve.
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type of project and the proportioTI 1)/ state grant moneys alld local
funds allocated to the capital costs of the proJect.
rCI Funds appropriated for local assistance a,rants pursuant to
~ubdivision lal of Section .5096.310 shall be encumhered by the
recipient /L'ithin three lJears of the date when the appropriation
becomes effective, regardless of the date when each project !Cas
recommended for approval pursullnt to subdivision (d) of Section
.5096.331.
rd) State ),(rant moneys [?ranted pursuant to subdivision (a) of
Section .5096.310 may be expended for development, rehabilitation. or
restoration only on lands owned by, or subject to a lease or other
interest held by, the applicant. If those lands are not oIL'ned by the
applicant, the applicant shall first demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the Department of Parks and Recreation that the deL'elopment.
rehabilitation. or restoration !Cill provide benefits commensurate with
the type and duration of interest in land held by the applicant.
5096.334. In awarding grants. the Department of Parks and
Recreation shall giL'e special consideration to projects for the
modification or rehabilitation of existing real property used for park.
beach, recreation. museum. and historical resource purposes. to make
the property more accessible to the handicapped.
5096.33.5. To the greatest extent possible. grants made pursuant to
paragraphs /.]). (4). IS), and (6) of subdivision la) of Section ,5096.310
shall each be allocated on an equal geolSraphic basis.
5096.336. ,4.11 grant funds provided in subdivision (a) of Section
.5096.310 shall be orl a reimbursement basis !Cith the local agency
receiving reimbursement up to the approved grant amount upon
completion of the project. The Department of Parks and Recreation
may provide for reimbursement on an incremental basis.
.5096.337. Actual state costs incurred in connection with
administering the grant programs authorized in subdivision (a) of
Section .5096.3/0 shall be paid from the funds authorized therefor, but
not more than 1.5 percent of the total amount available pursuant to
subdivision I a i of Section 5096.310 may be so used.
.4.rticle 4. State Park System
5096.340. The Legislature recognizes that public finanCial remurces
are inadequate to meet all capital outlay needs of the state park system
and that many units have facilities !Chich are over 40 years old and
heavy use has deteriorated these facilities. reqUiring funds for
rehabilitation to make these facilities available for public use. The
Legislature further recognizes that the development of recently
acquired units of the state park system has proceeded at a rate that has
preL'ented their full potential for public use from beinss realized.
A.ccordingly, it is declared to be the policy of the state that funds
allocated pursuant to subdivision (b i of Section 5096.310 shall be
appropn'ated priman'ly jiJT projects that accomplish the follOWing:
I a i Serve metropolitan population centers and accommodate day-use
and weekend-oL'ernight uisits.
I b I Provide for the deL'elopment of existin.: Iwits with the minimum
facilities necessary for accessibility, use. and interpretation.
f c I Rehabilitate facilities at existing Wilts that will provide for more
efficient mana'!ement and reduced operational costs.
rdJ Jlinimize dependence all motor vehicles and mduce other forms
of energy and !Cater consumption through appropriately designed
facilities.
(e) Acquire those lands u·hich !Cilliead to the rompletion of on~oing
projects. inc/udins; those be~un under the Cal~fornia Wildlife. Coastal.
and Park Land Gmservation Act of 1988 (Proposition 70) approved by
the Califorrlla ('oters at the june 7. 1988. direct priman] election.
if) Preserve examples of historical resources. natural resources. and
TllIturallandscapes that are underrepresented in the state park system.
5096.341. Ial .4.ny :i'fember of the Le,!lslature, the State Park and
Recreation Commission. or the Califomia Coastal Commission or the
Secretary of the Resources A.'!ency ma!1 nominate any project to be
funded ullder this article for study by the Department of Parks and
Recreation. The State Park and Recreation Commission shall nominate
projects after holdin,! at least one public hearin'! to seek project
proposals from individuals. citizen groups. the Department of Parks
and Recreation. and other public alSencies. Any of the commissions
shall make nominations by a vote of its membership.
(b) The Department of Parks and Recreation shall study any
nominated project. In addition to the procedures required by Section
5IJ06. the department sha" submit annually to the Legislature and to
the Secretary of the Resources Agency a report consisting of a
prioritized listinO( and comparative eL'aluation of all projects
nominuted for study. in accordance with the F,llowinl( schedllli!:
(I i Jlarrh I. 1991. jiJr vroJects nominated prior to jllnullry I. /9.91.
12) VOL'ember I. 1991. ji)r projects nominated prior to june JO. 199/,
and after january I. l!J91.
f3J Vm:ember I. 1.9.92. and earh VOL'ember 1 thereafter, jiJr projects
lIominated dunn/,! the I~ months {'nt/inS( june JO, 1992. and each june
JO thereafter.
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(CI
Nominated projects shall be subject to the favorable
recommendation of the State Park and Recreation CommissIOn and
approved h!J the Secretary of the Resources AgenC!J and forwarded bll
the secretary to tile Director of Fi710nce for inclusion In the Budget Bill.
5096.342. In the allocation of funds pursuant to subdivisIon (bl of
Section 5096.310. added consIderation shall be give1l to projects i1l areas
pret)iousiy undersen:ed by the state park system.
5096.343. AcquisitIOn for the state park system by purchase or by
eminent domarn shall be made pursuant to the Property Acquisition
Law (Part 11 (commencing with Section 15850) of Division 3 of Title 2
of the GoLV!rnment Codei.
5096.344. Funds allocated for acquisition fOT the state park system
pursuant to paragraph (1) of subdivision (bl of Section 5096.310 may
be expended only for acquisitions inside the boundaries of existing
projects or units of the state park system. as additions to existing
projects or units. and for new projects. except that not more than eleven
million two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($1I.250.0001 shall be
available fOT new projects and not more than six million dollars
($6,ooo.(}(){)) may be expended for any single project or unit.
5096.345. Funds allocated for coastal reSOUTCes in subparagraph (A)
of paragraph (21 of subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310 shall be
allocated for the land and water areas constituting coastal resources in
a manner that will achieve the broadest geographic distribution along
the coast and in the San Francisco Bay region. while considering
priority of need for each project.
5096.346. Funds allocated pursuant to subparagraph (B) of
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310 shall be available
for inland resources and lakes. reservoirs. and waterways within the
state park system. including State Water Facilities. as defined in
paragraph.~ (l) to (4), inclusive. of subdivision (d) of Section 12934 of
the Water Code, within the state park system.
5096. 34 i. Funds allocated pursuant to subparagraph (C) of
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310 shall be available
for interpretive facilities that support volunteer community action
programs for the state park system.
5096.348. (a) Priority for the expenditure of funds allocated
pursuant to subparagraph (G) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of
Section 5096.310 shall be for the completion or expansion of interpretive
facilities and state museum projects that are included in a general
pla1l. master plan, or feasibility study for a unit Of the state park
system.
(b) All historic resource preservation projects for the state park
system funded pursuant to subparagraph (D) of paragraph (2) of
subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310 shall meet the preservation
standards established by the State Office of Historic Preservation for
the California Park and Recreation Facilities Act of 1984 (Chapter 1.691
(commencing with Section 5096.225}). and the California Wildlife.
Coastal, and Park Land C071Senllltion Act (Division 5.8 (commencing
with Section 59(0)).
5096.350. In making expenditures in the various specific allocation
categories oj paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) oj Section 5096.310, at
least five million dollars ($5,000,000) shall be spent jor the
development or rehabilitlltion of campgrounds in tlu> state park system,
including camper-serving facilities, common areas. and natural
features within campgrounds.
5096.351. Funds allocated pursuant to subparagraph (E) of
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310 shall be available
for the development or rehabilitation of trails within the state park
system or connecting units of the state park system.
5096.352. (aj Of the amount allocated pursuant to subparagraph
(F) of paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) of Section 5096.310. five
million dollars ($S,(}(){).(}(){)) shall be available for stewardship projects
that provide protection of the most critical cultural natural and scenic
features of the state park system and two million dollars ($2(}(){),(}(){))
for restoration and rehabilitation necessitated by natural disasters.
(b) The two million dollars ($2,000,000) allocated for natural
disasters is continuously appropriated to the Department of Parks and
Recreation for natural disaster damage sustained in a Governor
declared natural disaster and shall be available for expenditure
following notification and approval of projects by the Department of
Finance and following 30 days from notification in writing of the
nec.essity therefor to the Chairperson of the joint Legislative Budget
Committee. Projects over two hundred fifty thousand dollars {$250,(}(){))
shall also require approval from the State Public Works Board.
(c) Works efforts for natural heritage stewardship purposes may
include. but are not limited to, objectives such as the control of major
erosi071 and geologic hazards. the restoration and improvement oj
critical plant and animal habitat. the control and elimination of exotic
species encroachment. and the stabilization oj coastal dunes and
bluffs. Those work efforts shall not include activities which merely
supplement normal state park system operations or which are usually
funded from other sources.
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(d; Work ejforts for cultural heritage stewardship purposes may
include. but are not limited to. stabilization and protection oj historic
and archaeological resources in the state park system. Those resources
ma" include sItes. features. ruins. archaeological deposits. histoTlc
landscape resources, and rock art features making up the physi.:al
legacy oj Calijornia's past. These work efforts do not includ
rehabilitation. restoration. reconstruction, interpretation, or miti/<
~
typically required as part of the jacility developmeni prol:ram.
Amcle 5. Miscellaneous Provisions
5096.360. Funds allbcated pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section
5096.3/0 shall be available jor expenditure by the Wildlife
Consenllltion Board pursuant to the Wildlife Conservation Law of 194;
(Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 13(0) of Division 2 of the Fish
and Game Code) for the following particular purposes:
(a) Ten million dollars ($IO,(}(){).(}(){)) for the acquisition. in fee or
perpetual conservation easements, enhancement, or development oj
habitat for Wildfowl or other wildlife benefited by a marsh
eTlvironment for the purpose of carrying out the Central Valley Habitat
joint Venture Component of the North American Waterfowl
Management Plan. However, strong preference shall be given to
projects involving acquisition of perpetual conservation easements or
habitat development.
(b) Seventeen million dollars ($17,000,000) for the acquisition.
enhancement restoration. or protection of any of the follOWing:
( 1) Critical wildlife habitat.
(2) Lands or waters for the threatened, endangered, or fully
protected species or indicator species for specialized habitats, including
acquisition along river corridors.
(3) Real property for wildlife-oriented public use projects.
(c) Notwithstanaing subdivisions (a) and (b), up to one million
dollars ($1,(}(){),(}(){)} may be allocated by the board for the construction
of. a center south of California along thl! migratory path of Cal!fornia
blTd speCIes for the study of tropIcal b,ology, one of whose pnncipai
purposes is the consenllltion of habitat critical to the preservatioTI of
migratory bird species native to California.
5096.361. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (e) of Section
5096.310 shall be available for the expenditure for the acquisition,
development, restoration, and enhancement of real property by the
California Tahoe ConsenlllTJCy within the Lake Tahoe region pursuant
to Title 7.42 (cammencing with Section 66905) of the Government Code
and for administrative costs incurred therewith, for the fOll~"'i.
purposes:
fa) Protecting the natural environment through soil erosion c'MtroL
restoration or enhancement of environmentlllly sensitive lands, and
restoration of streams and other natural areas.
(b) ProViding public access and public recreation projects.
(c) Enhancing wildlife areas.
(d) Consolidating lands for their more effective management as a
unit.
5096.362. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision {f} of Section
5096.310 shall be available for the purposes of DiOision 21
(commencing with Section 31000), and for administrative costs
incurred in connection with these purposes.
5096.363. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (g) of Section
5096.3/0 shall be available for expenditure for acquisition,
development, and enhancement of lands by the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy and related state administrative costs.
pursuant to, and consistent with the purposes of, Division 23
(commencing with Section 33000).
.
5096.364. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section
5096.310 shall be available for grants to local public agencies and
nonprofit organizations by the Department of Water Resources for the
acquisition or restoration of natural lands that contllin urban streams.
creeks. and riparian areas; for related state administrative costs, not to
exceed one hundred thousand dollars (Sloo,OOO), and for use by the
Department of Water Resources to provide planning and design
assistance to the local agencies and nonprofit organizations. in a71
amOu71t not to exceed 10 percent 0{ the amount available for grants in
any fiscal year, in accordance with Section 7048 of the Water Code.
5096.365. (a) Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (i) of Section
5096.310 shall be available for expenditure by the Department of
Boating and Waterways for the following purposes and in the
follOWing amounts:
(J) Four million dollars ($4.000,000) for shoreline stabilization
projects on publicly owned land in accordance with Article 2.5
(commencing with Section 65) of Chapter 2 of Division 1 of the
Harbors and Navigation Code.
•
(2) One million seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($i
for loans for marinas pursuant to Section i1.4 of the Harbors aft
Navigation Code.
(3) Two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,()(){)} for grants for the
development of waterway public access facilities used primarily by
n

"'.
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rafters, canoeists, tubers, and kayakers. in cooperation with other
public agencies.
(bl When conSlaennl[ eli"ible shoreline stabilization projects under
'Jarograph ! 1) of wbdiuision (a), nonstructural alternatives shall be
'In preference, and structural alternatives shall only be funded if t,he
,
,partment of Boatin? and Waterways. In consultatTOn WIth the
California Coastal Commission and the appropriate county or cIty
•
government, finds that nonstructural alternatives are not feasible.
50.96.366. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (jj of Section
5096.310 shall be aeailable for appropriation to the Department of
General Services for the development or rehabilitation of park and
other visitor seTt'in/? facilities in Capitol Park, consisting of the
landscaped areas bounded by L, 15th, N. and 9th streets in Sacramento.
None of these funds may be expended for Office space, or any other
area not accessible to visitors, in any structure in Capitol Park or for
exterior improf.:ements to the State Capitol, the jesse M. Unruh
Building, or the Library and Courts Buildin[5.
5096.367. (a I Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (kj of
Section 5096.310 shall be appropriated to the Controller for
disbursement, in accordance with the following schedule:
(1) Eight million dollars ($8.()(}().()(}()) to the California Academy of
Sciences in San Francisco.
(2) Ten million dollars ($/O.()(}(),()(}() to the Museum of Science and
Industry in Los .4.ngeles. Of the amount received by the .'vIuseum of
Science and Industry under this section, the museum shall allocate one
million five hundred thousand dollars ($1.500J)()() to the California
Museum of Latino History, Art, and Culture for the purposes of
Chapter 8.8 (commencing with Section 8740) of Division 1 of Title 2 of
the Government Code. The remaining funds shall be used by the
museum only for reismic rehabilitation.
(b) Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (m) of Section 5096.3/0
shall be available for expenditure by the Department of Forestry and
Fire Protection for the acquisition of adjacent parcels, consisting of
approximately 2.480 acres, that are necessaryfor the management of
the Demonstration State Forest System.
(c) Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (0) of Section 5096.3/0
may be expended for any purpose specified in this chapter that the
Legislature determines to be of the highest priority.
5096.368. Projects authorized for the purposes set forth in
, . -{ivision (bi of Section 5096.310 are subject to augmentation, as
ided in Section 16352 of the Government Code, as limited by any
.
rovision of the Budget Act. The unexpended balance in any
•
appropriation made payable from the fund which the Director of
Finance, with the approval of the State Public Works Board. determines
not to be required for expenditure pursuant to the appropriation, may
be transferred on order of the Director of Finance to. and in
augmentation of the appropriation made in Section 16352 of the
Government Code.
5096.369. The Department of General Services. if the Director of
Parks and Recreation finds that the use would be compatible with the
ultimate use of the real property as a unit. or part of a unit. of the state
park system and u:ith the sound management and conseTt'ation of
resources within the unit. may make agreements with respect to any
real property acquired pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 5096.3/0
for the continued tenancy of the seller of the property for a period of
time and under conditions that may be mutually agreed upon by the
state and the seller so long as the seller promises to pay the taxes on his
or her interest in the property that become due. owing, or unpaid on the
interest created by the agreement. and so long as the seller conducts
any operations on the land according to specifications issued by the
appropriate diT'f!ctor or Officer to protect the property for the public use
for which it was acquired. A copy of the agreement shall be filed with
the county clerk in the county in which the property is located. The
arrangement shall be compatible with the operation of the area by the
state, as determined by the appropriate director or officer.
5096.370. .4.11 real property acquired pursuant to thIS chapter shall
be acquired in compliance with Chapter 16 (commencing fL'ith Section
7260) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the Government Code. The Department
of Parks and Recreation shall prescribe procedures sufficient to ensure
compliance by local public agencies which receive funds under
subdivisions la) and (bl of Section 5096.310.
.'5096.371. For purposes of this chapter, acquisition may include
gifts. purchases. leases. easements. the exercise of eminent domain if
expressly authorized. the transfer or exchange of property for other
pronerty of like r.:alue. and purchases of det)elopment rights and other
i·sts.
)6.3';2. .4.11 "rants. gifts. devises. or bequests to the state.
l;,
' nditional or ~ncondi~ional. for park. conservation. recreation, or
her purposes for whlcn real property may be acqUIred or developed
!Ii,
pursuant to this chapter. may be accepted and received on behalf of the
.~:
state by the appropnate departmental director with the appwt'al of the
;t Director of Finance. The "rants. gifts, devises. or bequests shall be
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available, when appropriated by the Legislature, for expenditure for
the purposes specified in Section 5096.310.
5096.373. Real property acquired for the state park system shall
consIst predominantly of open or natural lands, including lands under
fL'ater capable of being utilized for multiple recreational purposes, and
lands necessary for the preservation of coastal or historical resources.
.Vo funds derived from the bonds authorized by this chapter shall be
expended for the construction of any reservoir designated as a part of
the "State Water Facilities, ., as defined in subdivision Id) of Section
12934 of the Water Code.
5096.374. (aj Prior to recommending the acqUisition of lands that
are located on or near tidelands, submerged lands. swamp or
overflowed lands, or other wetlands. whether or not those lands have
been "ranted in trust to a local public agency, the Director of Parks
a nd Recreation shall submit to the State Lands Commission any
proposal by a state or local public agency for the acquiSition of those
lands pursuant to this chapter. The State Lands Commission shall,
within three months of submittal, review the proposed acquisition,
make a determination as to the state's existing or potential interest in
the lands, and report its findings to the public agency proposing to
acquire the land, to the Department of Parks and Recreation, and to the
Department of General Services.
(b) No provision of this chapter shall be construed as authoriZing
the condemnation of state lands.
5096.375. In furtherance of the intent expressed by the people in
paragraphs 15) and (6j of subdivision (a) of Section 2796 of the Fish
and Game Code, as enacted by the people at the june 5, 1990, direct
primary election. expenditures from the Park, Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Bond Fund of 1990 may be credited toward required
expenditures from the Habitat Conservation Fund pursuant to Section
2787 of the Fish and Game Code, but only to the extent those
expenditures are for the purposes expressed in Sections 2786, 2787, and
2791 of the Fish and Game Code.
5096.376. Funds allocated pursuant to subdivision (n) of Section
5096.310 shall be available for expenditure by the Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection for site acquisition, facilities.
rehabilitation. and capital improvements.
.{rtiele 6. Fiscal Provisions
5096.380. Bonds in the total amount of four hundred thirty-seven
million dollars ($437.000.000). exclusive of refunding bonds, or so
much thereof as is necessary, may be issued and sold to provide a fund
to be used for carrying out the purposes expressed in this chapter and
to be used to reimburse the General Obligation Bond Expense
Ref..'Olving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5 of the Government Code.
The bonds, when sold. shall be and constitute a valid and binding
obligation of the State of California. and the full faith and credit of
the State of California is hereby pledged for the punctual payment of
both principal of. and interest on, the bonds as the principal and
interest become due and payable.
5096.381. The bonds authorized by this chapter shall be prepared,
executed. issued. sold. paid. and redeemed as provided in the State
GeneraL Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section
16720) of Part 3 of Division -I of Title 2 of the Government Code), and
all of the provisions of that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter
and are hereby incorporated in this chapter as though set forth in full
in this chapter.
5096.382. (a) Solely for the purpose of authorizing the issuance and
mle. pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law, of the bonds
authorized by this chapter. the Park. Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Program Finance Committee is hereby created. For
purposes of this chapter. the Park. Recreation, and Wildlife
Enhancement Program Finance Committee is "the committee" as that
term is used in the State General Obligation Bond Law. The committee
consists of the Governor. the Controller, the Director of Finance, the
Treasurer. and the Secretary of the Resources Agency, or their
deSignated representatives. The Treasurer shall serve as chairperson of
the committee. .4 majority of the committee may act for the committee.
(b) For purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law, the
Resources Agency is designated the "board. "
5096.383. The committee shall determine whether or not it is
necessary or desirable to issue bonds authorized pursuant to this
chapter in order to carry out the actions specified in Section 5096.310,
and. ;fso, the amount of bonds to be issued and sold. Successive issues
of bonds may be authorized and sold to carry out those actions
progressively. and it is not necessary that all of the bonds authorized to
be issued be soid ilt anu one time.
5096.384. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner
and at the same time as other state revenue is collected, in addition to
the ordinary reL'enues of the state, a sum in an amount required to pay
the prinCipal of and inteTf!st on. the bonds maturing each year. It is the
duty of all Officers charl5ed by law with any duty in regard to the
collection of the revenue to do and perform each and every act which is
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necessam to collect that additional sum.
5096.38s. .\iotwithstandin{! Section 13340 of thc Govemmcnt Code.
there IS hereby appropriated from the GeTwral Fund In tne State
Treasury. for thc purposes of this chapter. an amount that trill euual
the totai of the following· la I The sum annually necessary to pay the pnnclpal of and znterest
on. bonds issued and sold pursuant to this chapter. as the' pn1lclpai and
interest become due a1ld payable.
rb I The sum which is necessary to carry out the proVlSt01lS of Sectloll
5096.386. appropriated without rel!ard to fiscal uears.
5096.386. For the purposes of carrying out this chapter. the Director
of Finance may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of a1l
amount or amounts not to exceed the amount of the u1lsold b01lds
which have been authorized by the committee to be sold for the
purpose of carrying out this chapter. Any amounts withdraw1l shall be
deposited i1l the fund. Any money made available under this secti01l
shall be returned to the General Fund. plus the interest that the
amounts would have earned in the Pooled Money 11Ivestment Account.
from the sale of bonds for the purpose of carrying out this chapter.
5096. 38i. The board may request the Pooled M01ley Investment
Board to make a loan from the Pooled Money Investment Account. in
accordance with Section 16312 of the Government Code. for the
purposes of carrying out this chapter. The amount of the request shall
1I0t exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which the commIttee has.
by resolution. authon'zed to be sold for the purpose of carrying out this
chapter. The board shall execute any documents required by the Pooled
Money Investment Board to obtain and repay the loan. Any amounts
loaned shall be deposited in the fund to be allocated b!f the board in
accordance with this chapter.

5096.388. All monell deposited in the fund which is derived from
premIum and accrued interest on bOllds sold shall be reserved i1l the
fUlld alld shall bc aeailable for transfer to the Gelleral Fund as a credit
'to expenditures for bond interest. .
5096.389. The bonds mall be refunded in accordance u'ith .4.rtic/,? fi
of the State General Oblil!ation Bond Lau·. Approval by the voters . . .
the state of the issuance of the bonds includes the approval of t,
issuance of allY bonds issued to refund any bonds onl!inaily iss~ed or
any previously issued refunding bonds.
5096.390. Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter or the State
General Obligation Bond Law, if the Treasurer sells bonds pursuant to
this chapter that include a bond counsel opinion to the effect that the
interest on the bonds is excluded from gross income for federal tax
purposes. subject to designated conditions, the Treasurer may maintain
separate accounts for the investment of bond proceeds and the
investment earnings on those proceeds. The Treasurer may use or direct
the use of those proceeds or earnings to pay any rebate. penalty. or
other payment required under federal law or to take any other action
with respect to the investment and use of bond proceeds required or
desirable under federal law so as to maintain the tax-exempt status of
those bonds and to obtain any other advantage under federal law on
behalf of the funds of this state.
5096.391. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that. inasmuch
as the proceeds from the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are
not "proceeds of taxes" as that term is used in Article Xill B of the
California Constitution, the disbursement of t/lese proceeds is not
subject to the limitations imposed by that article.
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Proposition 150: Text of Proposed Law
This law proposed by Assembly Bill 2180 (Statutes of 1990. Ch. 9211 is
submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of Article
XVI of the Constitution.
This proposed law adds sections to the Government Code: therefore.
new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to
indicate that they are new.
PROPOSED LAW
SECTIO:\ 1. Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 23800) is added
to Division 1 of Title 3 of the Government Code, to read:
CHAPTER 5. COUND' COURTHOUSE FACILID' CAPITAL
exPENDITURE BOND ACT OF 1990

Article 1. General Provisions
This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the County
Courthouse Facility Capital Expenditure Bond Act of 1990.
23801. The Legislature finds and declares all of the follOwing:
(a) Counties have been tlnable to provide sufficient courtrooms to
meet the demands placed on their courts.
(b) Numerous county courthouse facilities throughout California
are approaching dilapidation or lock adequate security features.
(C) Capitol improvements are necessary to protect the life and safety
ofjudges, court personnel, and the public at large.
(d) County courthouse facilities must be expanded in order to
alleviate the case processing delays that are undermining our judicial
system.
(e) Due to fiscal constraints associated with the loss of local
property tax revenues, counties are unable to finance the construction
of adequate courthouse facilities.
(f) Local courthouse facilities are operating over capacity and the
caseload is still increasing at a rapid rate. It is essential to our legal
system that construction of new facilities proceed as expeditiously as
possible to facilitate a speedy judicial process and maintain public
confidence in our judicial system.
23802. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the
following meanings:
(a) "Committee" means the County Courthouse Facility Capital
Expenditure Finance Committee created pursuant to Section 23822.
(b) "Fund" means the 1990 County Courthouse Facility Capital
Expenditure Bond Fund created pursuant to Section 23810.
(c) "County courthouse facilities" means county judicial facilities,
including facilities for the adjudication of criminal and civil trials and
the hearing of cases involving juveniles.
Article 2. County Courthouse Facility Capitol Expenditure Program
23810. The proceeds of bonds issued and sold pursuant to this
chapter shall be deposited in the 1990 County Courthouse Facility
Capital Expenditure Bond Fun~ which is hereb u created.
23811.
(a) MOlleys ill the fund shall 'be available. upon
23800.
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appropriatioll. for the construction, reconstruction, remodeling, alld the
replacement of county courthouse facilities. and the performance of
deferred maintenance on county courthouse facilities. However.
deferred maintenance for facilities shall only include items u'ith a
useful life of at least 10 years.
( b) Expenditure sholl be made only if county matching funds of 25
percellt are prOVided as determined by the Legislature, except that this
requirement may be modified or waived by the Legislature wh r . . .
determined necessary to facilitate the expeditious and equitt
•
construction of local courthouse facilities.
23812. In order to be eligible to receive funds for the purposes
specified in subdivision (0) of Section 23811 derived from the issuance
of bonds under this title, a county shall do all of the following:
(a) Diligently maintain and report those statistics as may be
reasonably required by the Judicial Council, and also develop a plan
for the reduction of trial court delays. A county need not develop such
a plan if it is already participating in a program under the Trial Court
Delay Reduction Act of 1986 (Article 5 (commencing with Section
686(0) of Chapter 2 of Title 8 of the Government Code).
I bJ Demonstrate that it does not have adequate facilities for the
courts to expeditiously and safely carry out their responsibilities.
( c) Demonstrate that it has utilized, to the greatest practicable
extent. available local financing for courthouse construction.
23813. Money in the fund may only be expended for projects
specified in this chapter as allocated in appropriations mode by the
Legislature.
Article 3. Fiscal Provisions
23820. Bonds in the total amount of two hundred million dollars
(S200. 000. (00) , or so much thereof as is necessary, may be issued and
sold to provide a fund to be used for carrying out the purposes
expressed in this chapter and to be used to reimburse the General
Obligation Bond Expense Revolving Fund pursuant to Section 16724.5
of the Government Code. The bonds sholl, when sold. be and constitute
a valid and binding obligation of the State of California, and the full
faith and credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the
punctual payment of both principal of, and interest on, the bonds as
the principal and interest become due and payable.
23821. The bonds authorized by this chapter shall be prepared,
executed. issued. sold. paid, and redeemed as provided in the State
General Obligation Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencing with Section
16i20) of Port 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the Government Code). and
all of the provisions of that law apply to the bonds and to this chapter
and are hereby incorporated in this chapter as though set forth in full
in this chapter.
~
23822. (a) Solely for the purpose a authorizing the issuance
sale. pursuant to the State General Ob"ation Bond Law, of the bon s
authorized by this chapter, the County Courthouse Facility Capital
Expf{Tlditure Finance Committee is hereby created. For purposes of this
chapter, the County Courthouse Facility Capital Expenditure Finance
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